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Breeding crops to feed 10 billion
Lee T. Hickey 1*, Amber N. Hafeez2, Hannah Robinson3, Scott A. Jackson 4, Soraya C. M. Leal-Bertioli5,
Mark Tester 6, Caixia Gao 7, Ian D. Godwin 8, Ben J. Hayes 1 and Brande B. H. Wulff 2*
Crop improvements can help us to meet the challenge of feeding a population of 10 billion, but can we breed better varieties fast
enough? Technologies such as genotyping, marker-assisted selection, high-throughput phenotyping, genome editing, genomic
selection and de novo domestication could be galvanized by using speed breeding to enable plant breeders to keep pace with a
changing environment and ever-increasing human population.

O

ver the next 30 years, the global human population is
expected to grow by 25% and reach 10 billion. Conventional
breeding approaches have so far produced nutritious
crops with high yields that can be harvested mechanically to
meet the food needs of the growing population. But the current
pace of yield increase for major crops, including wheat (Triticum
aestivum), rice (Oryza sativa) and maize (Zea mays), is insufficient
to meet future demand1,2. Breeders and plant scientists are under
pressure to improve existing crops and develop new crops that are
higher yielding, more nutritious, pest- and disease-resistant and
climate-smart.
Unlike when the first grain crops were domesticated 12,000
years ago, plant breeders today have a plethora of innovative technologies to apply in their quest for crop line improvements (Fig. 1
and Supplementary Table 1). For example, the development of automated high-throughput phenotyping systems has enabled evaluation of larger populations, which increases selection intensity and
improves selection accuracy3. The advent of second- and thirdgeneration sequencing platforms means that breeders can afford
to use DNA markers to assist selections and has facilitated gene
discovery, trait dissection and predictive breeding technology4.
A key limiting factor for plant breeding, the long generation times
of crops, which typically allow only one or two generations per year,
has been alleviated by ‘speed breeding’ protocols that use extended
photoperiods and controlled temperatures to reduce the generation times of spring wheat, barley (Hordeum vulgare), chickpea
(Cicer arietinum) and canola (Brassica napus) by more than half5,6
(Table 1). Combining state-of-the-art technologies with speed
breeding will underpin efforts to meet the challenge of feeding a
population of 10 billion.

Evolution of speed breeding

Around 150 years ago, botanists first showed that plants can grow
under artificial light using carbon arc lamps7. Shortly after, the
effects of continuous light on plant growth were evaluated8. Arthur
and colleagues9 reported that flowering was faster under constant
light for the majority of almost 100 plant species, including vegetables, grains, weed species, herbs and garden ornamentals. In the
mid-1980s, NASA partnered with Utah State University to explore

the possibility of growing rapid cycling wheat under constant
light on space stations. This joint effort resulted in the development of ‘USU-Apogee’, a dwarf wheat line bred for rapid cycling10.
Meanwhile, Russian scientists proposed testing ‘space mirrors’
in 1993 to turn night into day and theoretically improve agricultural productivity on Earth. In 1990, the effects of light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) on plant growth were evaluated at the University of
Wisconsin11, and continuous improvements in LED technology12
have substantially reduced the cost of indoor plant propagation systems that increase crop productivity13.
Inspired by NASA’s work, researchers at the University of
Queensland coined the term ‘speed breeding’ in 2003 for a set
of improved methods to hasten wheat breeding. Speed breeding
protocols for multiple crops are now available5. Unlike doubled
haploid technology, in which haploid embryos are produced
and chromosomes are doubled to yield completely homozygous
lines14,15, speed breeding is suitable for diverse germplasm and
does not require specialized labs for in vitro culturing. The technique uses optimal light quality, light intensity, day length and
temperature control to accelerate photosynthesis and flowering,
coupled with early seed harvest to shorten the generation time.
Specialized protocols are available for species that require specific environmental cues to induce flowering, such as vernalization or short days. When these techniques are applied to small
grain cereals that can be grown at high densities—for example,
1,000 plants/m2—the space and cost associated with developing
large numbers of inbred lines can be reduced6. The combination of ‘seed chipping’ technology and barcoding for single plant
tracking can facilitate high-throughput marker-assisted selection. To accelerate progress in plant research, activities such as
crossing, development of mapping populations and adult plant
phenotyping for particular traits can be performed in the speed
breeding system5. Furthermore, speed breeding can accelerate
backcrossing and pyramiding of traits16 (Fig. 2), as well as transgenic pipelines5.
Careful planning can be used to create a pipeline of DNA marker
testing, speed breeding and field evaluation. The first spring wheat
variety developed using speed breeding, ‘DS Faraday’, was released
in 2017 in Australia. In this case, speed breeding was used to
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Fig. 1 | Timeline of key plant breeding techniques and technologies. Some events have been color-coded by theme: green, left, conventional breeding;
green, right, genome engineering; brown, DNA markers; pink, genome sequences; blue, other key events. A reference citation is given for each of the
milestones14,78–109.

accelerate the introgression of genes for grain dormancy that inhibit
germination at crop maturity to produce a high-protein milling
wheat with improved tolerance to preharvest sprouting17.

For researchers who do not have access to large facilities, small,
low-cost speed breeding units can be set up6. Speed breeding could
also accelerate the discovery and use of allelic diversity in landraces
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Table 1 | Rapid generation advance protocols for the world’s top ten crops by area and production
Crop

Area harvesteda

Productiona

Field or greenhouse
generation
time (d)

Photoperiod
responseb

Rapid cycling
generation
time (d)

Protocol summary

Area (ha)

Rank

Production
(million tons)

Rank

Wheat

220,107,600

1

749

3

113c

LD

66

22 h light, 22 °C day/17 °C
night, high-intensity PARb,
early seed harvest5,6

Maize

187,959,100

2

1,060

2

–

SD

–

–

Rice

159,807,700

3

741

4

113

SD

95–105

Field-based rapid generation
advance with <40 cm3
soil/plant110

78–85

CO2 (560–800 p.p.m.)
supplementation, 10 h light,
27 °C day/25 °C night,
260 cm3 soil/plant111

Soybean

121,532,400

4

335

6

102–132

SD

70

14 h light, 30 °C day/25 °C
night, CO2 supplementation
(400–600 p.p.m.), increased
crossing efficiency112

Barley

46,923,200

5

141

11

110c

LD

63

22 h light, 22 °C day/17 °C
night, high-intensity PAR,
early seed harvest5,6

Sorghum

44,771,100

6

64

24

119

SD

88

Split culm to produce both
self- and cross-pollinated
seeds in uni-culm sorghum;
embryo rescue113

Rapeseed

33,708,500

7

69

21

123c

LD

113

22 h light, 22 °C day/17 °C
night, high-intensity PAR,
early seed harvest5,6

Milletd

31,705,500

8

28

35

85-90

Facultative or
obligate SD

–

Increased growth rate
of pearl millet at 38 °C
compared to 31 °C114

Seed cotton

30,206,800

9

65

23

–

–

–

Light quality optimized for
micropropagation
(blue:red = 1:1), 12 h light115

Peanut

27,660,800

10

44

29

140

SD

89

Continuous light, 28 °C
maximum/17 °C minimum,
high-intensity PAR55

Sugarcane

26,774,300

11

1,891

1

>365

LD (12–13 h
photoperiod
required for
flowering)

–

SD and continuous
application of fertilizer
to induce synchronous
flowering116

Cassava

23,482,100

13

277

9

300–365

LD

–

–

Oil palm fruit

21,087,400

14

300

7

4 years until fruit
maturation

–

–

–

Potato

19,246,500

15

377

5

138e

LD or SD

–

Speed breeding with
extended photoperiod in
development (James Hutton
Institute)

Tomato

4,782,800

37

177

10

80

SD

–

Introgression of continuous
light tolerance gene CAB-13
to increase productivity
under continuous light75

Sugar beet

4,564,900

39

277

8

Biennial

LD

–

–

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations: http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#home (accessed December 2018). Area harvested was rounded to the nearest 100 ha. bSD, short day;
LD, long day; DN, day neutral; PAR, photosynthetically active radiation. cGeneration times are for spring growth habit types. dMillet contains the following species: barnyard or Japanese millet
(Echinocloa frumentacea); ragi, finger or African millet (Eleusine coracana); teff (Eragrostis abyssinica); common, golden or proso millet (Panicum miliaceum); koda or ditch millet (Paspalum scrobiculatum);
pearl or cattail millet (Pennisetum glaucum); and foxtail millet (Setaria italica). ePotato generation times are until tuber (not seed) harvest.
a
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Fig. 2 | Rapid trait stacking through speed breeding and marker assisted selection. Strategy for stacking of four traits for enhanced resistance to
preharvest sprouting (Phs-A1), wheat rusts (Lr34), fusarium headblight (Fhb1) and salinity tolerance (Nax1) from unadapted backgrounds into an elite
wheat cultivar. a, Four rounds of backcrossing and selection resulting in near isogenic lines (>96% pure) are combined with two rounds of crossing (genestacking steps 1 and 2) and selection for a homozygous line carrying all four traits (gene stacking step 3). b, The timeline to achieve the quadruple stack is
shown for the field (one generation per year), a regular greenhouse (two generations per year) and a speed breeding greenhouse (six generations per year).

and in wild relatives of crops. For example, screening of the Vavilov
wheat collection for resistance to leaf rust using speed breeding,
together with DNA markers linked to known genes, led to the discovery of new sources of resistance18.

Faster, better phenotyping

Phenotyping refers to the measurement of any aspect of plant
growth, development and physiology. The phenotype arises from
interactions between genotype and environment, including fluorescence properties of the photosynthetic machinery, rates of growth,
disease resistance, abiotic stress tolerance, gross morphology, phenology and, ultimately, yield components and yield. Robust phenotyping is central to plant breeding because it is the main basis for
selecting lines for developing new varieties. Therefore, improvements in phenotyping methods must balance increased accuracy,
speed, and cost. While the ‘breeder’s eye’ may never be replaced,
engineering can augment what the breeder sees and inform better phenotype-based choices. Innovations are manifold, including

robotics to image plants (using conveyors, mobile land-based vehicles and drones) with up to hundreds of spectral bands in the visible
and long wave spectrum. This enables non-destructive monitoring
of plant growth and function using computer vision and machine
learning, to process images and extract valuable information (traits).
Our understanding of plant responses to the environment can be
further informed and automated using highly connected environmental monitoring (https://www.miappe.org). Combined, these
technologies present exciting opportunities to both increase phenotyping accuracy and reduce its cost. An early example of such a platform, deployed in a controlled environment, is the Plant Accelerator
(https://www.plantphenomics.org.au), which still has a valuable role
when addressing questions requiring controlled changes in the environment. Cheaper, field-based platforms are becoming increasingly
powerful and useful, especially with easier access to drones with
reasonable flight times that can carry significant payloads19,20. The
main ongoing challenge with this new generation of phenotyping remains the data handling and image processing. Continued
Nature Biotechnology | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology
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contributions by computer scientists will be critical to maintain
rapid advances. Together with rapid advances in genomics, better
phenotyping tools are ushering in accelerated breeding schemes3,21.
Advances in phenotyping have been made in concert with
improvements in understanding phenotype-to-genotype associations using naturally occurring or laboratory-controlled population
structures. For example, such methods have successfully mapped
genetic regions affecting complex phenotypes such as yield components in rice22 and height in sorghum23. Combining these technologies with genomic-assisted breeding approaches can improve crop
lines more rapidly3,24.
Innovations in phenotyping of field-grown crops can only
be combined with speed breeding for traits that are stable
between the target environment and the conditions used in speed
breeding, such as long day lengths and artificial light spectra.
Phenotyping for resistance to some pests and diseases can be integrated in a speed breeding pipeline16,25,26, as could phenotyping
of simple traits such as some architectural features and ability to
maintain vegetative growth in suboptimal conditions (for example, with cool days or warm nights) that might contribute to the
plant’s response to particular abiotic stresses27,28. Integrating speed
breeding facilities with automated high-throughput phenotyping
platforms29,30 will further accelerate locus and gene discovery, and
the characterization of effects of specific genes on plant growth
and development.
Through the use of low-cost computers31 and other hardware,
phenotyping platforms are becoming cheap and accessible. And,
although there are advantages to phenotyping in controlled environments, for simple disease traits, phenotyping is best confirmed
in multiple field tests. For more complex traits, including drought
tolerance or yield, phenotyping must be undertaken in the field in
the target environment.

Express editing for crop improvement

The advantages of gene editing and GM traits could be realized
sooner by incorporating these tools into a speed breeding pipeline. Many first-generation gene-editing applications rely on just
one or two non-elite genotypes that are amenable to regeneration
from plant tissue culture and transformation. More recently developed techniques offer high transformation efficiency even for elite
genotypes32,33. Applying gene editing still requires time-consuming
tissue culture, as well as specialized labs with a level of physical containment suitable for undertaking genetic manipulation using the
Cas9 gene and single guide RNA (sgRNA) sequences34. However,
systems that incorporate gene editing directly in the speed breeding
system, such as ExpressEdit (Fig. 3), could bypass the bottlenecks of
in vitro manipulation of plant materials. Although not yet routine,
many steps have been taken toward fast-tracking gene editing as
outlined below.
In CRISPR gene editing, the sgRNA directs the Cas9 enzyme to
the target DNA site, and Cas9 cuts the DNA at this site. ‘CRISPRready’ genotypes that contain a heterologous Cas9 gene can be created. For example, a transformed plant harboring a Cas9 transgene
can be used as a donor to create a range of elite inbred lines using
speed marker-assisted backcrossing. As discussed below, there are
different ways to deliver the sgRNA for targeted genome editing.
However, this technique will still yield transgenic plants that are
subject to regulation, and subsequent segregation of the edited locus
from the transgene(s), Cas9 and, in most cases, a selectable marker
gene will be required.
Integrating genome editing and speed breeding without tissue
culture requires a number of technological breakthroughs, with
the optimal outcomes being allelic modification without tissue
culture or the application of exogenous DNA, as these could avoid
the genetically modified organism label (Fig. 3). It has been widely
demonstrated that single or multiplex edits can be achieved35, and
Nature Biotechnology | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology
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this could now be implemented using the following tissue-culturefree techniques.
For example, genome editing can be done using CRISPR–Cas9
ribonucleoprotein complexes. This has been undertaken for a
number of species, including wheat36, maize37 and potato (Solanum
tubersosum)38. Immature embryos or protoplasts have been used as
the target tissue, and ideally this methodology would be optimized
for mature seeds or germinating seedlings39. Phenotyping could
be performed in subsequent generations, allowing the stacking of
traits. Alternatively, clay nanosheets could be engineered to deliver
the Cas9 protein and sgRNA. Clay nanosheets can be used to deliver
RNA interference (RNAi) constructs to plants to render them virus
resistant40. The RNAi persists for a few weeks in planta and moves
throughout the plant. Delivery of Cas9 and sgRNA components
can be achieved by using viral vectors, such as geminiviruses41 or
in planta particle bombardment using shoot apical meristems of
mature seeds or by biolistic DNA delivery without callus culture
to get the editing machinery into cells—for example, wheat39. This
could be used to deliver preassembled Cas9–sgRNA ribonucleoproteins into plant shoot apical meristems to generate gene edits or to
introduce edits into pollen and inflorescence tissues.

Fast-forwarding genomic selection

Marker-assisted selection, whereby a small number of genes or
traits can be tracked using linked DNA markers, has been successfully applied in almost all crop breeding programs for traits with
mutations of large effect. Genomic selection, by contrast, uses
genome-wide DNA markers to predict the genetic merit of breeding individuals for complex traits42. This technology was developed
to understand complex traits, such as yield, that are affected by variants in a large number of genes and/or regulatory elements, typically each of which has a small effect. The effect of these variants
is captured through linkage disequilibrium with the genome-wide
DNA markers—for example, single nucleotide polymorphisms—
and the effects of the markers are estimated in large reference or
training populations, consisting of lines or individuals in which
marker genotypes and the trait are measured. Once the marker
effects have been estimated, candidate lines for breeding can be
genotyped. Then, to assess the value of each of the candidate lines
for breeding, their genomic breeding values (GEBVs) are estimated
as the sum of the marker effects for the marker alleles they carry.
The lines with the highest ranked GEBV can then be selected to
breed the next generation. One advantage of genomic selection
over traditional breeding methods is that lines can be selected and
used as parents early in the variety development pipeline (Fig. 4),
and multiple breeding cycles based on GEBV can be achieved in
the same amount of time as a single cycle of traditional breeding
was achieved previously. The potential for genomic selection to save
time and resources is greatest for traits that are typically measured
late in the variety development pipeline (evaluation phase, Fig. 4)
and are costly to phenotype, such as yield.
Genomic selection is being used at scale in crop breeding programs in the private sector—for example, in maize breeding43.
Cooper et al.43 and Gaffney et al.44 describe the impact of industry-scale evaluations of drought-tolerant maize hybrids generated
by genomic selection. Those varieties (‘AQUAmax’ hybrids) are
now widely planted in farmers’ fields. Extensive evaluation of farm
production data demonstrates that AQUAmax maize hybrids have
significantly greater yields under both favorable and drought stress
conditions in the United States, improving yield stability in the presence of water limitation and diminishing risks for farmers44.
To achieve even greater gains, multiple traits can be simultaneously targeted using genomic selection. For example to select plants
with improved yields, the accuracy of selection can be increased
by using a multi-trait approach that includes phenotypes that can
be measured at high throughput and at an early stage, such as
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Fig. 3 | ExpressEdit approaches, in which rapid genome editing can be performed directly in the speed breeding system. To avoid the bottleneck of plant
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canopy temperature and the normalized difference vegetation index,
together with GEBV for yield45. Another example is end-use quality traits, which are among the last traits to be measured in wheat
breeding programs. Using the multi-trait approach, end-use quality
trait predictions based on near-infrared and nuclear magnetic resonance spectral analyses of small quantities of flour can be integrated
with DNA marker predictions to give accurate GEBV. These values
can then be used to select plants with desired end-use quality traits
much earlier in the breeding cycle than is otherwise possible46.
The return from genomic selection will be greatest when combined with other technologies that (i) reduce generation intervals
and (ii) include the precise location of causative mutations affecting the target trait or traits, because in this situation the predictions
no longer rely on linkage disequilibrium between the DNA markers
and the causative mutations. Since speed breeding can substantially
reduce generation intervals5, genetic gain from this approach could
be greatly increased by applying genomic selection at each generation to select the parents for the next generation. At present, the cost
of genotyping is the biggest challenge for implementing genomic
selection. To reduce the costs, one option is to apply genomic
selection only every second or third generation, or to select only
candidates that pass thresholds for traits that can be reliably phenotyped during speed breeding cycles, such as some types of disease resistance25. New strategies for genotyping taking advantage of
high-throughput sequencing, such as rAmpSeq, may dramatically
reduce the cost of genotyping for genomic selection47.

The precise location of causative single nucleotide polymorphisms is unknown for many traits, although individual polymorphisms have been identified in some cases. If these polymorphisms
occur in wild or non-elite germplasm, one strategy might be to adopt
an ExpressEdit approach to rapidly engineer the polymorphism into
elite material and then to use genomic selection to simultaneously
select for the edit and the thousands of other polymorphisms affecting desired traits through genome-wide DNA markers (Fig. 4).
Another promising option would be to integrate genomic selection with rapid disease-resistance gene discovery and cloning
technologies48,49. While marker-assisted selection can be used to
transfer resistance genes with large effects, coupling the approach
with genomic selection could help to accumulate and maintain
minor gene variants that contribute to effective resistance. Such an
approach might reduce selection pressure for pathogen variants to
overcome resistance genes.
Genomic selection could also be used to stack useful haplotypes
across the genome to create an optimum cropping line from available haplotypes segregating in the population50. Genome regions
could be defined by linkage disequilibrium blocks, for example. The
haplotype GEBV are defined as the sum of the haplotype’s marker
effects. Then the haplotype with the best GEBV can be identified for
each part of the genome, and these best haplotypes can be stacked in
a single individual using an optimum pattern of crosses. Haplotypes
with desirable gene edits or disease resistance alleles could be set as
the ‘best’ haplotype for a particular genomic region and combined
Nature Biotechnology | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology
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Fig. 4 | Breeding strategies. Visual representation of breeding strategies and comparison of cycle length for traditional breeding versus progressive
strategies that exploit doubled haploid (DH), speed breeding (SB), genomic selection (GS) and ExpressEdit (indicated by scissors). Pink shading indicates
steps that are performed under speed breeding conditions while green shading indicates steps performed under conventional conditions. Block arrows
indicate a single generation. The curved arrows indicate steps in the breeding pipeline where the best lines identified by field evaluation or genomic
selection are used as parents to make new crosses. Example provided for an inbred crop.

in an ultimate individual. When combined with speed breeding,
this stacking approach could be used to rapidly develop new crop
varieties with high performance across multiple traits.

Accelerated domestication

Plant domestication is a lengthy process of selection for mutations in a suite of traits that eventually renders a plant cultivable51.
Mimicking this process through neo-domestication of wild species could be an alternative way to breed modern cultivars52. This
provides access to genes and traits not found in the domesticated
gene pool. Domestication is often linked to polyploidy: indeed,
most crops are polyploid. However, polyploidy complicates crop
improvement owing to sexual isolation from relatives and polysomic inheritance53. Where polyploidy is directly linked to domestication, rapid re-domestication via re-creation of polyploids is a direct
route by which to introgress novel genes and alleles from wild relatives. This re-domestication process can be accelerated with speed
breeding. Peanut (Arachis hypogea) and banana (Musa spp.) are two
polyploid crops that can benefit from such an approach. Peanut,
an allotetraploid, can be recapitulated by crossing wild AA- and
BB-genome diploids, followed by colchicine doubling of the chromosomes and several cycles of backcross and selection for agronomic traits54. Speed breeding, which works with peanut55, could
accelerate re-domestication at multiple selection steps. In banana,
polyploidy coincides with the domestication of various cultivars
via inter- and intraspecific crosses of wild AA and BB species plus
Nature Biotechnology | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology

chromosome elimination and introgression from other species,
resulting in seedless cultivated forms with genome constitutions of
AAA, AAB and ABB56. The small number of foundation polyploid
events combined with worldwide clonal propagation of perennial
forms with little or no resistance to devastating diseases aggravates
the problems caused by narrow genetic diversity57. In both peanut
and banana, resynthesis of polyploid domesticates via the use of
various diploid species and speed breeding would provide access
to novel traits, including disease resistance, and rapid development of new varieties. Moreover, in banana, direct editing of current elite triploid cultivars could lead to interim rapid deployment
of improved lines, obviating the cost and time needed to
resynthesize triploids58,59.
To circumvent polysomic genetics, in some species it is possible
to breed in diploids using donors with desired traits and then reconstitute the polyploid via unreduced gametes and/or interploidy
crosses. This provides an attractive route to producing new varieties,
as less time and fewer resources are required as compared to breeding the polyploid directly; this has been useful for a few crops, such
as banana60 and potato61. In banana, for instance, breeding is carried
out between diploid elite lines and wild relatives followed by hybridization of selected diploids (diploid hybrids) and chromosome
doubling of selected diploids to rapidly create interploidy crosses
(i.e., 4x × 2x) for the production of seedless triploids62. Banana
plants are large and cycles are long, up to three years between the
creation of hybrids and initial evaluation. Again, speed breeding
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e, Spectral distributions of daylight, high-pressure sodium vapor (HPS) lamp, LED and laser. Red and blue rectangles represent wavelengths that can be
harnessed in plant photosynthesis. The conversion efficiency from electricity to light is given for artificial light sources. f, Increasing day length reduces
the generation time for long-day and day-neutral crops. g,h, Optimization of light intensity and CO2 concentration. i, Hydroponics can enhance growth in
comparison to soil, as CO2 and other deleterious solutes can be cycled away from the roots while exposing the roots to more oxygen and nutrients.

could have a role in terms of the faster development of hybrids for
evaluation and further crosses and selection.
Other routes to domestication of new species include the engineering of known domestication genes to recapitulate a domesticated plant ideotype. This has been achieved using genome
editing with CRISPR–Cas9 to target domestication-related genes
in orphan crops63 and wild species52. Engineered neo-domesticates
could potentially be used directly as crops or crossed with elite
lines for incorporation of new traits without the time lag associated with the use of wild germplasm. This has been demonstrated
for tomato52,64.
Editing and mutagenesis combined with speed breeding could
also be applied to create healthier foods by biofortification—for
example, increasing levels of vitamin B9 in rice or removal of deleterious proteins such as saponins from quinoa (Chenopodium
quinoa), antinutritional glucosinolates from Brassica seeds, and neurotoxins from grass pea (Lathyrus sativus). Domestication by gene
editing is an exciting route for rapidly tapping into the reservoir of
genes in crop wild relatives by producing lines that can be directly
crossed with advanced lines with little genetic drag. Combined with
speed breeding, these tools provide rapid access to novel genetic

variation and a means of accelerating deployment of this variation to
farmers’ fields.

Speed breeding 2.0

Innovations in LEDs combined with extended photoperiod and
early seed harvest enabled speed breeding to be more broadly
applied. But what scope is there for increasing speed even further?
Speed breeding aims to optimize and integrate the parameters that
affect plant growth and reproduction to reduce generation times
and the time taken to observe phenotypes, particularly those that
manifest late in development. How can we customize speed breeding to meet the specific requirements of different crops, cultivars
and phenotypes under study?
Breaking seed dormancy is the first step for intervention to
improve breeding rates. In many species, the maternal plant
imposes dormancy on seeds during embryogenesis. Seed dormancy
can be broken immediately after harvest through cold stratification, whereby seeds imbibe water at low temperature or by applying
germination-promoting hormones, such as gibberellins65 (Fig. 5a).
Harvesting wheat and barley seeds early, at 14 d post-anthesis,
followed by 3 d of drying and 4 d of cold stratification5, enables the
Nature Biotechnology | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology
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breaking of dormancy and reduction of generation time (Fig. 5b) by
around 15 d when compared with harvesting mature seeds. A similar
approach has also been applied in lentil (Lens culinaris)66. Even earlier harvesting is possible by using embryo rescue; from 12 d postanthesis, a germination rate of 100% can be achieved after 2–3 d
of culture67 (Fig. 5b). This method circumvents any need for seed
drying and stratification, shortening generation time by at least 8 d.
The transition to flowering could also be shortened. Some plants
require a prolonged period of cold treatment (vernalization) to
mediate the transition to flowering; winter wheat varieties require
6 to 12 weeks. The molecular components governing vernalization
are known in many plants. Transiently manipulating these control
points—for example, by downregulation of the central regulator
VERNALISATION 2—could lead to the development of ‘speed vernalization’ (Fig. 5c).
Plant growth could be accelerated by raising temperature at key
growth stages. High temperatures can cause water vapor deficits
that hinder plant growth and pollen development; however, when
permissive water vapor levels are maintained, the rate of vegetative
growth and senescence can be accelerated. This has been demonstrated in maize68, although plants were susceptible to large reductions in grain yield at high minimal (night-time) temperatures.
When the temperature sensitivities of plants are known, it is possible
to intervene with a high temperature at appropriate growth stages to
accelerate growth. In bread wheat, a temperature-sensitive period in
which grain yield is reduced has been discovered during meiosis69
(Fig. 5d.ii). Therefore, a high temperature could be applied during
vegetative growth while a low temperature could be maintained
during reproductive stages to sustain grain development (Fig. 5d.i).
Optimizing day length and light quality could improve breeding
timelines. Day length and light quality variation can accelerate plant
growth (Fig. 5f). Longer days promote the growth of day-neutral or
long-day plants, while light quality optimized for photosynthesis may
enhance primary production. The ratio of red to blue light is also
important for flowering70, which, in wheat, is induced earliest under
pink light, where the ratio is around 1 (ref. 71). One feature of existing
speed breeding systems is the use of LEDs to improve light quality
and reduce operational costs5,6. Instead, laser light could be used to
reduce costs further because it has a higher electrical conversion efficiency, with 40–60% of energy being converted into light, depending
on the light color72 (Fig. 5e). As well as boosting growth and increasing returns on energy input, laser light can be generated outside a
growth cabinet or greenhouse, beamed inside and then scattered
over plants, eradicating much of the cooling costs that make crop
research in controlled environments expensive. Arabidopsis thaliana
plants grown under these conditions exhibit reduced expression of
certain proteins that are associated with light and radiation stress
in comparison to those grown under cool-white fluorescent light72;
higher photon irradiance intensities could therefore be applied using
this approach with less damage to the plant (Fig. 5g).
Soil has historically been fundamental to the success of plant
husbandry. However, hydroponic growth systems allow optimization of nutrient profiles and faster uptake while maintaining the
aerobic conditions optimal for root growth (Fig. 5i). Despite these
potential benefits, care must be taken to optimize nutrient supply
and thereby avoid adverse effects such as non-senescing leaves and
asynchronous maturation73.
Elevating the concentration of CO2 can promote productivity
through increasing the photosynthetic capacity of plants (Fig. 5h).
Increasing CO2 also raises the saturation threshold for other inputs
important for photosynthesis (such as light intensity and quality), as
well as offsetting water loss induced by high temperatures through
reducing stomatal aperture. Equally, optimized water and nutrient
supply may be required for the positive effects of elevated CO2 to be
realized74. Thus, hydroponics, where such inputs are not limiting,
could unleash the full growth potential of plants.
Nature Biotechnology | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology

Depending on the objective (rapid cycling, rapid crossing or
rapid phenotyping) and the plant species being used, parameters will need to be optimized relative to trade-offs. For example,
Zeng et al.67 applied water stress and grew plants in small, 80-cm3
wells; their results were projected to allow eight generations of
wheat per year, with the caveat of a low seed yield of just two or
three seeds per plant.

Outlook

For some crops, gains from speed breeding and integration with
other breeding technologies cannot be realized because of sensitivity to extended day length or because extra light does not accelerate
time to sexual maturity. For example, tomato is sensitive to constant
light, but researchers have identified a tomato gene that enables the
plant to tolerate constant light, and when transferred into a variety grown under speed breeding conditions it resulted in a 20%
increase in fruit yield75. Likewise, genetic or environmental solutions could enable speed breeding in other recalcitrant crops, such
as short-day species like maize and biennial species like sugar beet
(Table 1). Innovations such as evaporative cooling systems that use
sea water76, semitransparent solar panels that selectively transmit
wavelengths that promote plant growth77, and more efficient lighting systems (for example, laser light72) could reduce speed breeding
costs going forward and broaden use.
Plant breeding over the past 100 years has delivered high-yielding crops that have sustained human population growth. The development of next-generation crop varieties using a suite of modern
breeding technologies will meet the demands of population growth
in the decades to come.
Received: 19 August 2018; Accepted: 25 April 2019;
Published: xx xx xxxx
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